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strange discoveries regarding an only son of the colonel's,

who was supposed to Lave been drowned about seventeen

years before. The colonel had lost both his lady and child

by a frightful accident. His estate lay near Olney, on the

banks of the Ouse; and the lady one clay, during the

ab-senceof the colonel, who was in London, was taking an

airing in the carriage with her son, a boy of three years

or so, when the horses took fright, and, throwing the

coachman, who was killed on the spot, rushed into the

river. The Ouse is a deep, sluggish stream, dark and

muddy in some of the more dangerous pools, and mantled

over with weeds. It was into one of these the carriage

was overturned. Assistance came late, and the unfortunate

lady was brought out a corpse; but the body of the child

was nowhere to be found. It now came out, however,

from the letter, that the child had been picked up unhurt

by the colonel's brother-in-law, who, after concealing it for

nearly a week during the very frenzy of the colonel's dis

tress, had then given it to a gipsy. The rascal's only

motive - he was a lawyer, master
-was, that his own son,

the captain, who was then a boy of twelve years or so, and

not wholly ignorant of the circumstance, might succeed to

the colonel's estate. The writer of the letter added that,

on coming to the knowledge of this singular confession, he

had made instant search after the gipsy to whom the child

had been given, and had been fortunate enough to find

her, after tracing her over half the kingdom, in a cave near

Fortrose, in the north of Scotland. She had confessed

all; stating, however, that the lad, who had borne among'

the tribe the name of Bill Whyte, and had turned out a

fine fellow, had been outlawed for some smuggling feat,

about eighteen months before, and had enlisted with a

young man, her son, into a regiment bound for Egypt
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